Discover high-security,
affordable windows with a
unique easy-clean design

Reversible windows
– reinvented by Eurocell

The new concept in easyclean tilting window systems

The reversible window system from

Quality engineered for durability

Eurocell fulfils all of these criteria.

- in the most exposed locations
Manufactured to the highest standards,

Eurocell has developed a new concept
in tilting window systems. Our reinvented
reversible window design allows the sash

Maximum ventilation
and child safety

the window system’s quality-engineered
slider tracks, hinges and locking
mechanisms deliver smooth operation

to slide and tilt through 180˚ to facilitate
safe and easy cleaning from within the

As well as allowing both sides of the

for the life of the window. Our reversible

home. Crucially, unlike similar pivot or

window to be cleaned from inside the

windows have been designed for

tilt-and-turn windows, the sash reverses

building, the 180˚ reverse action offers

durability, long-life performance and

completely outside the building line, so

maximum ventilation. For homes with

are severe-weather rated - capable of

there is no disruption to curtains, blinds

young children, the window features child-

withstanding harsh weather conditions

or ornaments on the window cill.

safety catches which restrict the aperture

in exposed high-rise locations.

so that children cannot fall through, while
still allowing a high level of ventilation.

Rise to the challenge of multistorey window installation
Providing cost-effective, secure and low-

Enhanced thermal efficiency
and aesthetics
High-security design for
complete peace of mind

With its fully bevelled frame and sash, the
reversible window system offers enhanced

maintenance windows for multi-storey
buildings is a challenge for all specifiers

The robust design offers excellent protection

sight lines and admits maximum levels of

and fabricators working on public-

against break-ins. Internally glazed units

natural light into the building. The profile

sector housing developments, as well as

mean that the glass cannot be removed

has a multi-chamber cross section for

private-sector residential and commercial

from outside to gain entry. Integral night

enhanced thermal efficiency – minimising

projects. Windows located above ground-

ventilators also allow occupants to keep

heat loss through the window frame.

floor level need to be easy to clean from

the interior fresh and comfortable at all

within the building, as well as safe for

times, while minimising the risk of breaks-

children and secure against break-ins.

ins through windows left ajar overnight.

Unique easy-clean design
– ideal for multi-storey buildings
Choose a style to suit your building
Eurocell reversible windows are available in a wide
range of combinations and colour options to suit
any building. The unique transom/mullion section
allows reversible sashes or reversible and fixed
panes to be manufactured in the same frame. Other
combinations, including 90˚ bay windows, variableangled bays, and coupled frames are also available.
The standard colours available for reversible windows
are White, Golden Oak, Rosewood and Mahogany.
A huge range of other colours and woodgrain
finishes are also available on special order.

Perfect for replacement projects
Reversible windows are ideal for replacement
window projects too. The 70mm front-to-back
dimension matches the dimensions of old timber
window frames. This means no adjustments to
plaster lines for a seamless finish when replacing
timber frames with Eurocell reversible windows.

Why choose Eurocell?
The UK’s PVC-U specialists

3 Unique colour-match promise we are the only manufacturer to 		
guarantee an exact colour match 		
across our full range of window, door
and roofline products

3 Guaranteed delivery within
48 hours available

3 Products specially designed for
ease of fabrication and fitting - 		
improving your productivity

3 Widest product range of any PVC-U
systems supplier in the UK

3 10-year profiles guarantee assures 		
you of high quality

3 ISO14001 environmental management
system accreditation

3 Products manufactured from up to
100% recycled material

The UK’s leading PVC-U specialists
As the UK’s market-leading manufacturer and distributor of
quality PVC-U profiles, Eurocell offers precision-manufactured
products and a complete one-stop-shop range for new-build
and replacement projects.

Sustainable standard
To support our ongoing commitment to sustainability, Eurocell
has achieved the ISO14001 environmental quality standard.

Features and benefits
– seven great reasons

3 Hassle-free, safe cleaning
from within the building

3 Best-value solution for
large-scale housing projects

3 High-security design to
prevent break-ins

3 Child-safe features to
prevent accidents

3 Exceptional, safe ventilation for
a fresh interior all year round

3 Quality engineered for long-life and 		
durability in all weather conditions

3 Available in a range of styles,
colours and woodgrain finishes

To find out how Eurocell can improve your building projects, call our dedicated
commerical team on 0800 988 3047, or visit eurocell.co.uk/reversiblewindows
Eurocell plc, Fairbrook House, Clover Nook Road, Alfreton, Derbyshire DE55 4RF
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